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Alpha Phi sorority holds a 72 -hour teeter-totter
athon to raise funds for the American Heart
Association.
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Can’t touch this Fourth St.

Debate on crisis draws
200 to amphitheater
200

Teetering around
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This rock funk band from Southern California is
coming to promote its ’Something Bitchin This
Way Comes’ album. Lock Up comes to the
Student Union Amphitheatre at noon today
Page 8

SJSU’s defense has its work cut
out for it with upcoming Stanford.
The Cardinal features a ground
game that gained 296 yards
against Oregon State. But the
Spartans, who have allowed only
11 net yards in their last two
games, should be up to the task.
Page 6

Athletes at Stanford challenge the NCAA
program - and win.
Page 7
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Lock Up at SJSU

South Bay battle

More than 1.000 people in the San Jose State
University area are listed as persistently
mentally ill adults, says an SJSU professor. A
two-day conference will focus on helping
families deal with the issue. Below
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EDITORIAL

Funny money on campus
have to love San Jose
you
State University. In its
infinite wisdom it has done
so many things for us poor students
that it’s hard to keep up with all we
owe it.
In this last month, the university
has made an effort to improve our
economic situation. Its really big
move to tighten the budget belt came
a couple of weeks ago when a cashier
at the Spartan Bookstore helped out a
struggling student who was having
trouble paying the bill.
That cashier had a very simple
solution to the problem. If no real
money was available, then take fake
money. And that is exactly what
happened.
A counterfeit $50 bill was accepted
at the bookstore.
Now maybe it wasn’t trying to do
the customer a favor and was really
fooled by the fake bill. After all it was
a pretty tricky matter. The bill was
made on a color photocopier and
technology is moving forward by
leaps and bounds.
But we think they took it on
purpose: yeah right. It was made on a
color copier so at the very least it was

green. That’s good enough for this
fine institution which is so worried
about its students. Anything it can do
to help is appreciated.
But for next time, maybe it should
go about helping in a different way.
Since few people realize that the
bookstore knew what it was doing
when it took that bill, here are a few
suggestions to protect its reputation.
Give your cashiers a little training
so that they can tell the difference
between real money and Kinko’s
Thursday special. Be more cautious
with bills over $20, which are more
likely to be counterfeit than a smaller
denomination.
f the bookstore does these things
next time it tries to help. then it
can honestly say that it wasn’t
taken for a fool, while in private it
can still feel good about helping out.
There is a rumor, by the way, that a
photocopied bill was also accepted at
the Student Union cafeteria, but no
proof has yet been offered. It
probably really did happen, but SJSU
doesn’t want to toot its own horn.
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Modesty is very becoming.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Driving is not the only way
Editor.
Published in the Editor’s Forum, -The little
voice inside." Sept. 20 was Edwin Acevedo’s
tale of his day on public transit. Unfortunately
for him it was not a happy tale. I would like to
state the positive side of public transportation.
This is my third semester at SJSU and I
have yet to drive to school. Each morning I
ride the Light Rail Transit from Tasman and
N. First Street to, San Antonio Plaza.
Fortunately. I live very close to a Light Rail
Station. which is about a 10 minute walk from
my house.
I would choose no other way to get school
each day.
I catch the train one hour before my class
starts. The entire trip takes 20 minutes. which
gives me 40 more minutes to walk to class and
get some quick studying done. I am an English
major presently taking 18 units, which means
1 ha e an enormous reading load. The Light
Rail enables me to accomplish a lot of reading
while going to and from school. Granted. I

have to walk quite a few blocks to get to class.
but it beats driving around trying to find a
parking place.
I chose to take the Light Rail not only
because of the convenience, but also for
another reason. Many SJSU students commute
from Fremont. Santa Cruz and other places
which do not have an easy public
transportation system and these students are
the ones that require a parking place. Why
should I take up a much needed space when
someone else really needs it?
So. public transportation is not a terrible
tale for some of us and is really a wonderful
ride. For those of you who can get to a Light
Rail station, please give it a try. The benefits
are definitely ’worth it and you may be giving
a much needed parking space to someone who
has no alternative to driving.
Stranne Loaf,
Senior
English

Forum policies
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the Editor
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom. WLN
104. during office hours.
Submissions may also he mailed to
Forum Editor. The Spartan Daily.
Department of Journalism. San Jose State
’niversity. San Jose, CA.. 95192. .Articles

and letters must contain the author’s name.
phone number, address and major (if a
student).
Contributions must he typed or submitted
on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disc.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar. libel. spellin. and length.

CAMPUS VOICE

Mass transit worth the hassle
I’ve he:10,p a thousand times.
aren’t
enough
"There just
altematis es.- or everyone’s ins n idea
about. "The only real solution is ..."
What people fail to realite is their
solution nizi not solve somebody
else’s dilemma: what the perceive
as the problem is olten due to a lack
of pliancy in their ()wit lifestyle.
I appreciate the concerns expressed
by Edwin Al eVCd() ("The little voice
on
and
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inside
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the "inconvenience- and discomfort
ins tils ed in using the existing transit
system. What Edwin failed to add to
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Inconvenience is also something
with time and
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Corrections and amplifications
Due to a reporter’s error. the Monday
issue of the Spartan Daily incorrectly gave
the number of student academic senators.
There are five positions, one now open.
Also, due a reporter’s error, the
Wednesday issue incorrectly stated the
amount ill the repair hack lot,’ at SJSU.
There is a 520 million repair backlog, In

STEVE SHUNK

addition. Clark Library is not part of the
campus master plan.
Please report all errors in the Spartan
Daily to Rob Neill. Executive Editor. or
Managing
Steinhauer.
Adam
Editor/Editorial. at (408) 924-328(1.
Corrections and amplifications will appear
in this standing leature.
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sustainable living that will account
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Mentally ill:
Families
try to cope
From page I
"Their illness is a chronic illness.
and they need services in a longterm basis." Connolly said.
Other goals of the conference are
to recruit and retain ethnic students
for the mental health disciplines.
and to identify unmet needs of different ethnic groups and strategies
to meet those needs.
"In the middle of Sun Jose there
is all incredible need to he ethnically sensitive.- Connolly said.
Among other participants in the
conference are Zoe Lotgren. supervisor of Santa Clara County second
district. and Bob Martinet, director
of the Santa Clara County Health
Bureau.
SJSU ’s department of nursing
helped to sponsor the conference.
The two-day attendance conference tees are $55. or $30 per day.
Student fees are $10 a day.

Harass
page I

I

other speakers include lawyer
listremeia. who will discuss
It
his experience leading a student
walkout at Santa Clara tiiis ersity in
protest 1,1 racial harassinent.
Community :toe st Sophi Mendota will discuss student rights and
S.ISC health educator Oscar Battle
w ill discuss mending institutional
Also scheduled to appear are
tilSt so, al science professor
\l,Il ia Alain/ and Andrew Wong.
national cI ti ititiattirOf the Student
linty Network.
A question and answer period is
scheduled to Iellow the panel presentation to allow audience patlmcmp:miioit.

Study on smoking reveals
benefits of quitting early

READ THE DAILY
. . . AND THEN RECYCLE

U

WASHINGTON 1 Al’) Smokers who quit can attain within 10 to
15 years nearly the same chance
for a long life as those who never

smoked at all, according to Sur-

For example, it emphasized that
people who quit before age 50
have half the risk of dying in the

abled.

next 16.5 years compared with

to accomplish that, he said.

continuing smokers. And for all
germ General Antonia C. Novelle.
age groups, it said. 10 to 15 years
Her first report on smoking
of
abstinence can improve an ex the 21st by a surgeon general since smoker’s outlook for life to nearly
Americans
1964 said 50 million
the level of those who never
continue the tobacco habit, though smoked.
nearly half of all living adults who
Novelle’s report is based largely
ever tried it have quit. It said 390,- on previously unpublished data
000 die each year from diseases at- from an American Cancer Society
tributed to smoking.
study.
"The earlier one quits. the
Because the health benefits of
greater the benefits," Novelle quitting are so great. health insursaid. But "even people who quit ance plans routinely should cover
smoking at older ages can expect smoking cessation programs, said
to enjoy a longer and healthier life Dr. William Roper. director of the

but congressional action
would probably also be necessary

Officials did not have cost estimates for adding coverage of
smoking cessation to health plans.
However, they said 90 percent of
people who quit smoking do so on
their own without the aid of a program.
Among other
Novelle report:

CAD
1,1w, PrirU

compared with those who continue federal Centers for Disease Control
to smoke."
Her report echoed many of the
findings of her predecessors. but it
was the first to stress the benefits
of quitting. rather than the risks
posed to those who ignore the
medical warnings about tobacco,

Negri ASIIING I ON I API
!lairs tOT Coitgrehaud the White
IIi,Use CI:DODO] some progress
early Wednesday in ell orts iii
apree mu a deficit-reduction plan

kk InIc the government prepared for
iliassik c disrupt ions in case the
bargaining tails
"I think we made some head Senate Republican Leader
Iti ih Dole it K ansas told reporters

of cancers of the larynx. mouth.
esophagus, pancreas and bladder.

TODAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY and CATHOLIC
NEWMAN COMMUNITY: How to Survive
SJSU drld Enjoy It Professor Jane Boyd
speaker 7 p m Campus Christian Center
San Carlos and 10th streets. call 298-0204
PRE-MED CLUB: Guest speaker. director of
emergency care San Jose Medical Center
rneeEnq to discuss bowtalhon. 1 30 p m
Hall Room 345
1’
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: Group advisement ,,ession for students interested in teaching in elementary school 3-5 p m Business Classroom Building Room 214, call
924-3608
MULTICULTURAL CENTER: Forum Progress Leadership and Activism in the
1990s. 6 30-8 30 pm SO Pacifica Room
call 286-4362
KARATE CLUB: Practice 7309 pm
Spartan Complex Room 202
LESBIAN. GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting short vigeos including VolOut in Suburbia and thirlysoLemail
mottling 4 30-6 30 pm SU Costanoan
Room call 236-2002
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study and fellowship noon- I 30 p m
S U Pacheco Room call 268-101
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Seminar B Denardo of Naval Postgraduate School. Ex.
amples of Research in Educational Physics 1 30 pm Science Building Room 257
call 924-5244
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for Social Dance #204 9 a m -4 30 p m
AS Business Office in SO call 924 5961
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Information 9 am -3 pm meeting noon -1
pm SU Guadalupe Room
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Re-entry support
group noon -1 30 p m Administration Build.
rig Room 201 call 924.5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career Resource Center tour to familiarize
students with the center s career planning
tools career publications employers information and lob listings 1 pm Business
Classroom Building Room 13 call 924-6030

EXPLORING THE ARTS WITH COMPUTERS

VOLLEYBALL
HEADQUARTERS
OF THE SOUTH BAY

County looks for drought solution;
might drink purified ocean water
Some
SAN RAFAEL (AP)
Slarin County residents could he
the first in the state with taps gushing purified ocean water if an explant
desalination
perimental
pros es successful.
The plant, which went on line
Tuesday. promises to lessen dependence on winter storms for
drinking water and ease the effects
of the continued drought.
Because the plant uses the ocean
,is its source. "it is a drought -prof
water supply.- said Ron Johnson,

During the three-month experiment, murky water drawn from the

San Francisco Bay will be pumped
through Ei membrane the filters out
brine. The process, called reverse
osmosis. will purity 2.500 gallons
of water a day.
"The kickoff of our pilot desalination plant is an important new

step in California’s water supply
technology and may he the wave of
the future," water district board
president Jean Barnard said.
Other California cities considgeneral manager of the Mann Mu- ering desalination plants include
nicipal Water District, which is Los Angeles. Santa Barbara and
Monterey. The technology already
Londucting the experiment

atter the eight -hour, closed -door
session. Asked for details, he ref used, saying. "I don’t want to
blow the whole thing up."
"It’s still going to be tough" to
get an agreement enacted into law
before the Oct. I start of the new
budget year. said Richard G. Darman. director of the White House
Office of Management and Budget.

Asked whether the Bush administration was ready to drop its demand ter a cut in taxes on capital
gains. Darman scoffed. "Don’t he
ridiculous
Just before the bargaining resumed Tuesday evening. House
Republican Leader Bob Michel of
Illinois signaled a willingness to
drop the capital -gains cut, which
has been a top priority of President

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
a variable to SJSU student faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom Wahlguist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center)
The deadline for entries is 10 a m
No phone-in items will be accepted

9

COMPUTER GENERATION

dying of lung cancer as continuing
smokers. The risk continues to decline as the period of abstinence
lengthens.
Quitting also reduces the risk

is used in the Caribbean and Middle East and other plants in Florida
purify brackish well water.
If the Mann experiment is successful. the district will ask voters
next year to approve a S60 million
plant that would supply 5 million
gallons a day, about one-seventh
of the district’s needs. The district
serves 168.000 customers in southern and central Mann County.
The desalinated water approaches distilled water in purit
To make it harder and taste bettc,
the water is run through a li.iiic
stone filter, said engineer 13,,
Castle.

Congress making headway with budget
Vs

FOiliAiiiREN6Fri

findings of the

Men with a pack -a-day habit
are 27 times more likely than nonsmokers to die of lung cancer, the
nation’s leading cause of cancer
death. Women who smoke atave
30 percent to 50 percent the risk of

in Atlanta.
States also should add that benefit to their Medicaid programs. he
said. Federal officials are considering whether to add the coverage
which
provides
to
Medicare.
health care for the elderly and dis-

4 CAL6.

K.

FAX nub.

CHICANO RESOURCE CENTER: Brown
bag seminar Murals and Politics in Michoacan. by Gustavo Bernal Navarro. Mexican
muralist. noon -1 pm . Wahlguist Library
North Room 307 call 924-2707
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Rock group
Lock -up. Geffen Recording Artists noon-1
pm SO Amphitheater ran 424-6261

Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society lecture. Dr Roy Okuda on
boo-organic studies on marine natural products. 11 30 a m . Duncan Hall Room 505.
call 253-4181
VO VI NAM: Martial arts practice. 730-10
p m Spartan Complex Room 202, call 3788966

FRIDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY. Taize Prayer for
Peace 7 p m Campus Ministry Chapel. San
Carlos and tOth streets. call 298-0204
AIAA: Amencan Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics first barbecue. T-shirt sale and
fund-raising party. 3-5 pm barbecue pit
across from the Events Center. call 9478740
MAO ASSOCIATION: Magazine journalism
club meeting 1 30 p in Wahlguist Library
North Room 131 call 253-0589
SOCCER CLUB: Soccer practice 5 30-7
p rn Spartan Complex Room 44 call 9279592

CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Radical Reality weekly worship service
Bible study and fellowship. 7 30 p m Duncan Hall Room 135 call (4151948-0822

SAACS:

-MOSS IMO
-CLUB
-SPALDING
-TACHIKARf.

!Can.
s9.1ardo

101

and ’cXy1
o 8 r.ort7":

903 E.EL Camino

Mtn.View, CA (415) 968-4650
,.MMEt

2

TAN

WITH

THIS COUPON
BACK TC

gan
gAz Crass Of grzzloor ’3,2flium3

SCHOOL

-4

AfrSPECIAL
PIO

FALL TETTE E R "SPECIAL
$ 49.99 UNLIMITED
MEMBERSHIP
UNTIL 12/12/90

Bush since his 1988 campaign.
Michel said it would be up to the
White House to decide whether to
drop the capital -gains demand,
which by most accounts has been
the thorniest issue faced by negotiators during their four months of
on-and-off talks. "There are certainly other ways to stimulate the
economy." he said.
Capital gains, which are profits
from the sale of investments, now
are taxed at the same rates as ordinary income. Bush says they
should be given a lower rate to encourage investment.

VALID STUDENT ID IS REQUIRED
Si PER SESSION FEE STILL APPLIES

SPECIAL SORORITY
PACKAGES AVAILABLE
CAMPBELL
THE PRUNEYARO
SS9-8356

1

SANTA CLARA
2000 HOMESTEAD RD
241-2489

$2.00 off
ANY REGULAR PRICED CASSETTE OR
CD WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID

WE RtlY PRE-OWNED CDS

SLIPPED DISC

CDS AND CASSETTES
750 WINCHESTER BLVD. SUITE #4(408) 243-DISC (3472)

PHI KAPPA PHI HONOR SOCIETY:Welback barbeque picnic at the pits near
the Central Classroom Building noon to
2 30 p m Sept 28, call 227-9098

come

Jennifer Luckman
Jana McIntyre
Rebecca Montes
Charissa Pohle
Tori Renwidk
Joni Soracco
Sasha Taylor
Joey Tsutsui
Liz Vlahov
Carol Watanabe
Jen Watten
Jennifer Wheeler

-TRUNK

280

-ASICS
-MIZUNO
-BODY GLOVE
-SIDEOUT

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Videotaped practice interviews with individual feedback 12 30 p m and 2 p m Instructional Resource Center Room 310 call
924-6030 Career Resource Center tour 1
p in Business Classroom Building Room
13. call 924-6030

;COMgVAINJ A00M
JAVA gAMMA
,PALL 199C)
Yvette Anderson
Stacy Anmann
Marnie Batt
Liz Christensen
Cindy Chung
Lara DeCaro
Amy Cicchillo
Traci Draeger
Jennifer Evans
Lauri Mourning
Linda Flynn
Liz Freitas
Erin Ginney

THE SOUTHBAYS VOLLEYBALL AND ACTIVEWEAR STORE
VOLLEY & BEACHWEAR EOUIPMENT TEAM SALES. RENTAL

IF WE DON"T HAVE IT, WE’LL ORDER IT!

HEY! GET INVOLVED!
The power of SJSU
is in its students
There are over 40 committees on campus for you,
and here are just some of them:
Academic Fairness Committee
Academic Freedom & Professional
Ethics Committee
Board of General Studies
Budget Committee
Budget Review Committee
Campus Opinion Poll Committee
Campus Planning Committee
Child Care Committee
Educational Equity Advisory Board
Election Board
Enrollment Advisory Committee
Intercultural Steering Committee

Communication Council
Intercultural Steering Committee
International Programs and
Student Committee
Library Committee
Lottery Funds Committee
Public Safety Committee
Research Committee
Retention Advisory Committee
Spartan Memorial
Spartan Shops Board of Directors
Student Union Board of Directors
Student Grievance Committee

Apply NOW. Voice your concerns, and take an active part in shaping SJSU
F.D.& lAunJer, AS Dimrior of Personnel
1244240
Stop by the AS Offtc, Third Floor Student Union
tandal Amalasul Sodom

To apply,

CAI
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T & T Marine Aquarium
80 S Second St., San Jose 95113 (408) 279-1952
279-1868
IhillhAli;I

i BEnA

IL1

id. 299
TANK SPECIALS

,

6 2 gallon tankk only $$46.9999
ni211/;2
1 10
20
10
20

gallon
gallon
gallon
gallon

tank only
tank only
complete
complete

$7.99
$20.99
kit $34.99
kit $79 99

10%
OFF
FOOD

Sale $34.99

1

EXP
11/30

Aquarium Supplies
vier

N-71

nib

lingglaEXPRESS
"for all student biking needs"

AN

UPCOMING EVENTS

CINEBAR
A Drinking Person’s Bar!
Only Pool Table
Downtown!
No Drugs Or Fighting!
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

SAN JOSE DOW
ASSOCI ATM
Thru September 30

Cirque du Soleil

Ic

The popular and charming French-Canadian circus of clown:
contortionists, trapeze artists and much more is held civet
under the Big Top at Second and San Fernando Streets. Ti,
are available by calling Cirque du Soleil’s box office at
286-1555 or 998 -BASS.
Cinequest Film Festival

Four days of films, premieres, and receptions with renow
film makers at various downtown locations. All 32 films
screening at Camera 3, corner of Second and San Carlos
Streets. For more information, call (408) 739-6238.

Communicate In Color
-

Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
’Presentations
’Displays
’Charts/Graphs

’Transparencies
’Sales Flyers
’Even Copy From Slides’

kinkois.

October 11-14

St.

Qseph

Cathedral Dedication

Octobe

Celebrate the opening of the restored St. Joseph Church a
Cathedral of the Diocese of San Jose at Market and San Fe
Streets. Special programs, tours, food and entertainment
off several weeks of events. For more information, call
(408) 925-0200.
Technology Center "Garage"

Novemb

A free public opening filled with guided tours, music, too
special exhibits at McCabe Hall on San Carlos Street. Fo
information, call (408) 279-7150.

the copy center
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
295-4336
210 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 94112
Accross From McDonalds

0

SAL AND LUIGI
PIZZERIA

LIVE
N.b

NIA

SINCE 1960
AMOUS F OH MOOT IA

;11111111

CHEAP
READING

Had Reputation.
An:el Heart- Restless

BUG

Skankin
Siambodians
Screamin Red Bombers

SEE 11 11WINI
WI MANI OUR OWN IIAL IAN SAUSAGE
ODIN 11 AM (OR LUNCH
CI OSI D SUNDAY ft MONDAY

297-1136
34150 001
DOWNTOWN S J

Fantasy
CD’s, Tapes & Records

InLLJ

expensive Shopping

New & Used Books

I’r

KEEN. 4ALIMP

MI

Specializing in
Science Fiction

10/3 SIN CITY
10/6 SOMETHING HAPPENS
10/7 U.K. SUBS
10/12 TED ZEPPELIN
10/19 PSYCHEFUNKAPUS

8gq

GNOCC
roado With
Ricona 0500941

(PAO

$ CASH for your BOOKS

COMING SOON

417 S.FIRSTST.
SAN JOSE, CA
(408)280.1435

CHEESE OR
MEAT RAYOt I
LASAGNA
SANDWICHES
LLOMI MADf T 001)

Mon -Thur 10ani 9pm
Fri 8. Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th

a

Buy those items you really want...’
at prices you want to pay.

Recycle
Book Store

tf’>E34 l<

musical inst. typewriters Je. el r
stereo equip. loans more
-t. Ace Loan 01Tice...more than a pawn shop
65 Post St. (behind Woolworth) 295-1448
900- 5:45 Mon. - Sat.

286-6275
)

1,11.1
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AB COMPACT DISC EXCHANGE Cs g off
6 moo) 01
’r NEED CASH?

(

11(,M5

WE BUY
USED

$11.88

MAGIC 7

CDS

c

BUY 6 CD’S &
GET 1 FREE!
sow

PEP r105T

BILLBOARD
TOP
30

csoN

109 EAST
SANTA CLARA ST.

sR,

RESTRICTIONS
APPL Y

72----\94,c--

(BETWEEN 3RD & 4TH)

St. Og

119
Ic

‘,11
0

)

ONE BLOCK FROM SJSU

294-0345

.A=Ma.AIM.7

11010

10041111110AM TO 10PAT FRI SAT 10AM 1.2 PAW SUN 12 5005 90%1
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STUDENTS ON A TIGHT BUDGET?
COMPARE OUR PRICES
. PHOTO COPIES
$.04/ea. ($03 over 100)
(20 lb. WHITE)
. WORD PROCESSING
$6.00/hr
& DESK TOP PUBLISHING
. LASER PRINTS
$.40/ea.
. TYPING SERVICES
Low Rates

CL4(
SAN AS’: IHANNTIANN
ABCIATION
nber 30
nrcus of clowns,
re is held over
do Streets. Tickets
ix office at

2er

CLUB

71AtILSIIS4
TONIGHT, THURS. SEPT 27, 9PM
1,

( notes, resumes, reports)
lor

DORHMANN BUSINESS CENTER

THE DORHMANN BUILDING
STREET SAN JOSE (408) 283-0700
(LOCATED NEXT TO ORIGINAL JOE’S)

A

325S. 1ST.

11-14

’NEI

ns with renowned
. All 32 films
I San Carlos
739-6238.

i
111
... .

October 28

mph Church and the
let and San Fernando
entertainment kicks
rmation, call

401
We don’t just cut
your hair...

November 3-4

A

S. music, food, and
DS SLOW. For more

\

ave

RN

5. 5,15iALLY INVITE YOU AND A GUEST
TO EXPERIENCE THE 2 HOUR SEASON
PREMIERE OF TELEVISION’S MOST
TALKED ABOUT SERIES.
DAVID LYNCH’S "TWIN PEAKS"

WINNER OF 2 EMMY AWARDS

We’re obsessed with
AFTER THE PREMIERE

20%

OFF

for SJSU

students
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8:00 DOUBLE R’s DONUT RECEPTION
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(HEAP SHOTS TIL MIDNIGHT
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Spartans must stop Stanford runners

Daily file photo
SJSU’s defense will be tested w ithout linebacker Everett ’,limpkins. above, in Saturday’s game et Stanford

South Carolina
becomes newest
member of SEC

Spartans in the
NFL
Through Week Three
Johnny Johnson, FB (87-89)
Phoenix Cardinals
Receiving
Rushing
No. Yds Avg TO Rec Yrds Avg TO
58

210

362

7

1

106

151

0

Mervyn Fernandez, WR (81)
Los Angeles Raiders
Receiving
Rac Yrds Avg TO
1
260 21 7
12
Steve DeBerg. QB (75-76)
Kansas Ciry Chiefs
Passing
Yds TD 1st
NO. An Pct
51

94

542

718

4

0

GIII Byrd, CB (79-82)
San Diego Chargers
Interceptions
No Yds Avg T13 Ts
1

13

13.0

0

It

Ricky Slglar, OL (IR)
San Francisco mirers
Stacey Bailey, WR (78-81)
Atlanta Falcons
Receiving
Sec Yrds Avg TO
4

44

110 0

Jay Taylor, S (87-88)
Phoenix Cardinals
interception
No Yds Avg TO This
16

160

0

3

James Saxon, RB (86-87)
Kansas City Chiefs

COIA AIWA. S.C. (API -South Carolina’s hunt for an allsports conference is over.
The Gamecocks may have
bagged their limit in the Southeastern Conference perhaps college’s strongest athletic league. In
1989-90, SEC schools finished in
the top seven nationally in 16 of 18
sports and won three NCAA titles.
But that doesn’t scare South
Carolina athletic director King
Dixon.
"I can assure you this." Dixon
said. "When you’re thrown in
there with Southeastern Conference schools and you’re seeking
national championships. you’ll
never see a Gamecock looking at
hi, feet ... You’re going to see
hon looking competitive in the
e)es of somebody else. We’re
going after it."
South Carolina made it official
Tuesday. accepting an invitation to
join the SEC and accomplishing it,
goal of becoming a member of ail
all-sports league.
SEC presidents voted unani
mously earlier Tuesday in a con
ference call to ask South Carolin,t
to join the league.
Since adding Arkansas to its roster Aug. 1, the SEC had been
searching for a 12th member to
give it an even number of schools.
"Today is a great day for South
Carolina." Arthur K. Smith. the
university’s interim president,
said.

By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer
Saturday’s
SJSU-Stanford
showdown has more than just
bragging rights at stake.
SJSU (2-I-1) puts its defense to
the test against the running attack
of the Cardinal I -2).
The Spartans. who have allowed
only II net yards rushing in their
last two games. will face a Stanford team that gained 296 yards on
the ground in defeating Oregon
State 37-3 last Saturday.
The Cardinal has six running
backs to run through the gaps. The
leader of this six-pack is Glyn Milburn, a sophomore transfer from
Oklahoma. His 113 yards rushing
against OSU last week was the
most by a Cardinal back since Jon
Volpe rushed for a school record
220 yards against Washington in
1988.
In three games this year. he has
caught 12 passes for 101 yards. has
returned two punts for 83 yards,
and has returned three kickoffs for
71 yards. He currently ranks 15th
in the nation with 152 all-purpose
yards per game.
Milburn also brings experience
and honors from his days at Santa
Monica High School, where as a
junior he played cornerback and
one game at running back. In that
game. Milburn ran 65 yards for a
touchdown the first time he
touched the ball.
In the first game as a senior in
1987, Milburn, moved to running
hack, ran 90 yards for a touchdown
on the first play from scrimmage.
He gained 18 awards that year
ranging from team MVP to California’s Offensive Player of the
Year to Second Team USA Toda)
All-American.
Milburn
also
gained 2,718 yards on the season.
a California single-season state record.
Spartan head coach Terry Shea
is aware of Milburn’s presence.
"He is an electrifying ball carrier." Shea said. Shea compares
Milburn to former Stanford standout Dart-in Nelson, who played for
the Minnesota Vikings in the NFL.
"He adds another dimension.
He has that downtown ability."
Shea said.
Joining Milburn in the backfield

as a fullback is Volpe. who needs
191 yards to move into third place
on the Stanford career rushing
leaders. Volpe played in only two
games last season because of a
knee injury. Volpe rushed for 1.027 yards and caught 26 passes in
1988.
At tailback behind Milburn is
J.J. Lasley. who was the thirdleading rusher for the Cardinal last
year. Joining them is Charlie
Young. who missed the 1989 season because of a knee injury.
Young is a receiving threat out of
the backfield. catching 43 passes
to lead the team in 1988.
Volpe also has his competition.
Last year’s starting fullback
Tommy Vardell has five rushing
touchdowns so far this year. In the
media guide. Stanford head coach
Dennis Green called the 6-foot 2inch, 232 pound Vardell "a quick,
slashing. inside runner who also
has good quickness and the ability
to catch the ball out of the backfield.
Finally, there is Ellery Roberts.
who transferred from Miami last
year. Roberts is averaging 4.0
yards pet-carry this season.
The Spartans counter with a defense that welcomes the return of
Lyneil Mayo to the lineup. Mayo
and his replacement. Charles Burnham. will split linebacker duties.
SJSU also features Steve
Hieber. the Big West Conference
Defensive Player of the Week. He
received the award for his performance against UNLV last week
Ilieber recorded 10 tackles and two

Swimmers
to compete
the women’s swim team dive,
head first into another season with
an alumni meet Sunday at the
SJSU Aquatic Center. The meet
will include at least 15 forme]
Spartan swimmers and is sched
tiled to begin at 10:30 a.m.
Following the meet, the team
will have a barbecue to promote
team unity.
The fall swimming season Iv
gins Oct. 20 against Hayward
State. SJSU also has a home meet
on Nov..1 against Reno.

Stanford, SJSU trade
thoughts on game
By Paul Wheaton and
Mark Smith
Daily staff writer s
Here’s what the coaches and
players have said about Saturday’s Spartan-Cardinal football
game:
On Spartan running back
Sheldon Canley:
"A good back is going to get
his yards. We have to control
the ball so he won’t have the opportunity.
Stanford coach Dennis
Green
"He’s a quick, evasive back
who’s hard to contain. We will
try to build a wall that he can’t
get around."
Stanford nose
guard
Aaron Rembisz
On Cardinal running hack
Glyn Milburn:
"He is an electrifying hall
carrier, and is Stanford’s best
back since Daunt Nelson. Milburn adds another dimension to
their offense and definitely has
downtown ability."
SJSU coach Terry Shea
"Glyn Milburn makes people
miss. All the defense is doing is
grabbin air and eating turf."
SJSU linebacker Mike
Scialabba
On the Spartan defense:
"They’re going to sack the
quarterback. There still also be

sow,. long passes for touchdowns.’’
Green
"Sun Jose State is a very
quick team. We need to worry
about picking up the Hit/. They
compare to Colorado in speed
and quickness. They’re going to
come after us. I guarantee it.
Stanford offensise guard
Darren Baird
On the Cardinal of tense:
-1 !bulk vs eve CorCil every
I we hut one,. when inside the
20 We has e a let’s-get -the- ohdone attitude "
Baird
On the Spartan offense:
’We are going to has e our
hands full ss ith iheii tin offense We %%ill take an aggre,
stye rio.nirc I hte his e long
range i..apahilities- Creeff
Saturda s game:
’’ r vi he a good old-lashion
Area football game v1 nIh
Millie exciting players.
Green
c have an experienced
group of players, Vlost have
logged 14 to 15 games in their
careers. The coaches lime developed a nice chemistry .
don’t shoot ourselves in the tool
with penalties...
Shea

There are 25,000 tickets left for
Saturday’s Stanford-SJSU game, a
SJSU spokesman said.
Student tickets have been sold out
at the Event Center. so student
tickets have to be purchased

VTestmmister

esbyterian

hurch

Sunday School 9 am - 10:15 am
Worship Service 10:30am-11:45
College Students Welcome
1100 Shasta avenue
(408) 294-7447

through the Stanford box office

- BIBLE STUDY
WORSHIP
FELLOWSHIP’
FOR INFO. CALL
CAMPUS PASTOR
GARY ALLDRIN
(415) 961-5781

!REALITY
CHRIST IAN

[El I OWSHIP

FRIDAY NIGHTS at 7:30

DUNCAN HALL 135

AGAIN ANDAGAIN

R.T.P.
Workshop

Monday
September 24, 1990
2 - 4 p.m
University Club
408 8th Street

(Retention, Tenure & Promotion)
Barbara 292-0323

The Women’s Resource Center welcomes

(Dossier Workshop October 1,1990)

Wendy Chapkis, author of

Beauty Secrets;
Women and the Politics of Appearance

will discuss how women are defined and define
themselves through appearance in our culture.
Tues. Oct. 2, 12:00 - 2:00 pm
Student Union, Costanoan Room

0403m44,

The WRC provides information, referral
and support for the women of SJSU.
Funded

by Associated Students

PRESENTS:

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT: Tues.-Sat.
No cover charge with student I.D.
This Month Featuring

There’s a whole
new world out there.

We’re on the threshold of the 2Ist century and change around the world
of technologs
apparent You can share the excitement of creation
shaping the way we live For detail, on our on -campus interview’s,
1
enter
ft
it.
heck your Placement

ific_471-1(
(In -Campus Interviews
October

Disciplines:

EE

ME

company. Ann M Avina. 3333 Hillvicw Avenue,
Palo Alto IA 1I1 tildl An equal opportuniti employer M/f/h/v
Watkins-Johnson

uRi

WATK iNS JOHNSON

Complete System
No Add Ons-Everything You Need
COMPUTER
111M Compatible IOMIIz Intel 8088, Single 360K Floppy Drive, 20M11 !lard 01,1
12" Amher Monitor, Enhanced Keyboard, fAOK RAM

PRINTER
Near I eller Quality, ISO (71’S Draft, 4 Font., 20 Print Styles, Iligh Itesolittion Text k
Graphics, Single Sheet Feed, ConMiuous Tractor Iced. I Ott r

SOFTWARE

L..J.’s Dollar Clis: Sun -Mon,
All Domestic Beer ta
Well Cocktails

DOS Operating System, WordStar Professional Word Processor, neuximrr Cher hi
Spelling Checker, Thesaurus, Forms Gencrat Docurruntation
in,

A STUDENT-LIFE WARRANTY

$1.00
11.11 Parts

Lunch:

5

IT

Spang -A-Lang
Nile Cry
Dos Guys
Uprising
The Fundamentals

STUDENT COMPUTER
SPECIAL
Start The Year Off Right.
No Offer Can Beat This!

Mon -Fri. 11:30-2 CO p.m:
Featuring Student Burger
1/4 lb. burger w /fries

$1.99

3190 The Alameda,
Santa Clara ma,
(409) 984-0475 "mdIPP

and Lahor Warranty as 1.011g As You Are Attending Sol loo
A Full lime !Student (One Year Minlmilni

I I.

rssi

Only $999M0

Price Re)loos i oh Pry.< All s,
litnerx f and SAlcs Add I%
I itndnd Igor Offer Only At

Cornerstone Computers
2245 The Alameda, Santa Clara, ( . 9 50 50
(408)241-2700
(2 Blocks Souih 01 Santa Clara University)
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SPORTS

Court strikes down
NCAA drug test policy,
says it invades privacy

Rick Romagosa Daily staff

Outside hitter Betsy Welsh, #2, shows frustration (luring the

photographer

Spartans’ first loss of the season Tuesday.

Volleyball loses, ends six-win streak
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily staff writer

Streaks always come to an end.
Unfortunately for the women’s
volleyball team, its streak of six
wins is over.
The Spartans 16-11 fell to seventh-ranked UC Santa Barbara
Tuesday night 15-13, 15-8. 7-15,
15-12, 15-5 in front of approximately 460 fans.
The Gauchos came in with an
impressive 13-1 record after having defeated defending national

champion Long Beach State on
Saturday.
SJSU looked as if it was going
to keep its winning streak alive in
the first game, as it took a 9-6 lead.
However, the Gauchos came back
to tie the score at 9-9.
From then on. both teams fought
relentlessly, with the Spartans taking a 14-13 lead and a match point.
Mary Ann Wagner’s shot into the
net kept UCSB in the game. but
the Gauchos were not able to capitali/e as Tina Van Loon’s serve

also hit the net.
SJSU came through on its second opportunity when freshman
setter Annie Shaughnessy served
an ace on the next play.
Game two also saw the Spartans
take the early lead 7-2. This time.
the Spartans gave up only six more
points before taking a 2-0 lead in
the match.
The Gauchos showed a stronger
team in the third game and took an
7-6 lead. A number of errors by the
Spartans allowed UCSB to score

seven more points and a game
point at 14-7.
Both teams played evenly in the
fourth game to tie the score at 1212, but the Gauchos capitalized on
a number of Spartans errors to win
the fourth game.
Game five’ was all UCSB. SJSU
came only as close as 5-10. but
Santa Barbara scored the next five
points to capture the game and the
match.

A drug -testing program
Al’)
challenged by athletes at Stanford
University was too broad and its
accuracy doubtful. a state appeals
court says.
The 6th District Court of Appeal
ruled Tuesday that the program
conducted by the National Collegiate Athletic Association violated
the right to privacy granted by the
California state constitution. The
NCAA also failed to show that the
program was necessary or effective, the court said.
"The evidence did not support
the NCAA’s claim that there is significant drug use among studentathletes, and that by testing. studciiis’ health and safety and the integrity of the competition will be
protected," said Justice Eugene
Premo in the 3-0 decision.
He also said the NCAA had not
tried less-intrusive alternatives,
such as drug education.
The ruling is the first by any appellate court in the nation against
the testing program. It applies only
to Stanford and, if upheld on appeal. to other schools in California.
The NCAA since 1986 has conducted random drug testing of athletes in championship competitions
and post-season football games.
looking for evidence of six categories of drugs, including steroids.
Ti) be eligible during the season.
all athletes must sign forms consenting to be tested. Last year. the
NCAA began year-round testing of
football players for steroids and
two other types of drugs.
The suit was filed under the state
constitution because its right of
privacy has been interpreted to
apply to private actions as well as

government intrusions. The U.S.
Supreme Court has ruled that the
NCAA is a private entity and
therefore not covered by the U.S.
Constitution’s ban on unreasonahke
searches.
"It’s a victory for the constitution at no cost to the integrity of
sports," said Edward Chen. ap
American Civil Liberties Union
lawyer in the case.
A lawyer for the NCAA did ntit
return telephone calls Tuesday. ,
The appellate court upheld a
1988 ruling by Santa Clara County
Superior Court Judge Conrad
Rushing, who banned drug testing
the only
of Stanford athletes
ones exempt from the program out
of the more than 1.t)00 schools
governed by the NCAA.
The suit was originally filed by
diver Simone LeVant. She later
dropped out of the case. but football player Barry McKeever and
soccer player Jennifer Hill picked
up the suit and were joined by the
university on behalf of all its athletes.
"The NCAA needs to look at
student rights and the law in determining what is an effective and
legal drug testing program," said
Debra Zumwalt, a lawyer for Stanford. She noted that courts have
upheld drug testing based on a reasonable suspicion of current drug
use.
In Tuesday’s ruling. Premo said
the evidence supported Rushing’s
finding that "athletes do not use
drugs any more than college students generally or others of their
age group. and that they actually
use drugs less during the athletic
season than their peers.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN

WEDDING

DRESS & TIARA headpiece Never worn. White sire
12 14 paid SI 000 asking 5500 or
best offer cell L YN at 246-913001

Enroll Now,

IL_

Save your teeth. eyes
and money loo
Cleanings and office
visits el ild8/451/ae
Fr brochures.
AS office or call
1.500-865-3115
San Jose Slate
WING CHUN KUNG EU
This Chinese self,
defense system was
formed to eliminate
unnecessary flashy
movements and to
achieve gulch
direct result,. You
will learn detailed
theoretical applications with
practical street.
wise lighting
technoques Lesson.
are leught using
traditional one on
one methods Women
and men are
encouraged to apply
Mon and Wed 7-9pm
at SPX 202
Situ Sieve Wong
293-3644

VISA OR MASTERCARD, Even II
bankrupt or bad credit’ We Guar,
err you a Card or cloutsle your
money beck
eat M 1103

Call (80516112-7555

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS trucks boat awheelrnotorhomes by FBI IRS
er
DEA Available your area now
Call (8058182 7555 eat C,1255

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER RE PAill
Data recovery hardware
upgrades Software con.
suiting LOW PRICES’ Also
sale of accessories
VINA COMPUTER SERVICE
420 E Santa dare Si
between 9th & 10th St
behind SJSU garage
Monday Fridey RPM -9 PM
Sal Son 10 AM 6 PM
Call 294 ?SOS

FOR SALE
MORON STAR
S J

BEDS MATTRESS SETS’ New twin
SOS lull SOS queen 5115 king
SIRS You get both pieces Chest
beds daybeds bunkbods 599 &
mirror
nitestrind
Op Dresser
headboard

Four piece bedroom
ol drawers

Chest
St.
set
(415)745-0900

FUTONS.’ Large selection 55 dos count 0550 purCheee Bring this
ad CUSTOM FUTONS 900 S
Winchester Blvd San Jose It 2
mile south of 2801 Cell 296.8161
REREPOSSED VA & HUD HOMES
available from government Mum
RI without credo check You re
pair Also taw delinquent foreclo
sures Call 01051662 1555 eel H
1513 for repo lir
WHOLESALE
VIDEO GAMES
Nintendo Genesis TO 16
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT
direct to ea. yourserf
tlrtre & money 6 am -II pm
days week’ Call today
for mom into VISA MC
Call No* 14131375 8000 nr
1408) 759 8000
WANTED’. Small refrigerator in work

IAL DEFECTIVE

With Regular Raises
Full Time or Part Time
No Eperience Necessary
Vanguard is looking for
friendly people to work
at sale secure high tech
companies

14151364 0116

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS FOR TI/P
ENVIRONMENT

’

CAMPAIGN with
CALPIRG
to strengthen the
federal clean air acl
and to pass BIG GREEN.,
5200-5300 per week
Full & part lime
Call JAMES al 14151323-5361

BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp blazer uniform vacation
pay. rntplaienl Ins and
credit union
Apply at 3212 Scott Blvd
Clara
Santa
(Between 010011

SPARTAN SHOPS INC at
San Jose Slate Univ ha
a full time technical
position available in
Spartan Bookstores
Computer deportment
Duties include On -site
service and repair or
PC s. maintain mcurale
customer and Inventory
information Apple
Technician and sales
skills desirable Must
5. 21
with valid CA

BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL’ Great
Job’ Work with people Beliperson PTApm.I3 pm Good DWI
Please apply in person 1820 Barber Ln. Intersect 840 Montague

DL and possess good
customer relation
skills Full benefits

COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
stall
needed al local residential facilities tor young adults 8 adoles-

Submit resume by
10 5 90 to Joann

cents w eutlem related disabilities FT PT positions rail Siert

Bonmorsl. Spartan
Shops. Inc SJSU San
Jose. Ca 95192-0159
Salary S1959.52311 ma

06.5625 hr Call 448-3953
COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME tor autistic children F TAP! Great
prolong for psych special ed. or
related fields Call Mon -Fri 9-5 pin
at 377-5412 or 377.1494
DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL phone research No sales San Jose office
56 SO 57 50 hr Parr time Call Bar
hornet 964-8676 Monday -Friday
t0-11 pm

4 pm 6-8 pm

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY.’
Comm Real Estate Co
looking for data bank assistant
30 hrs week Call 436-3672
GET INTO A greet industry date A teleSpartan
communication
Near
Stadium Base plus huge cam
mission Sates position no cape
Hence necessary !legible Sours
WOMEN WELCOME In WOMAN
owned business’ Cell Patty or
John at 993-1801
HOUSE SUPERVISOR needed Man s
reembilitstion program Motivated
responsible student may apply
No experience necessary hem
hours volunteer status Room 8
Board provided plus benefits Call
The Christie,’ Embassy at 923

lions representative 0 aid clients
on MORRIS AIR SERVICE charter
flights from San Jose Airport to
Salt Lake City This part -lime po

SPRING BREAK. Christmas summer
hovel FREE Air couriers needed
and
cruiseshlp
lobs
Call
1805)682.7555 act S-I062
SWIMWEAR MODEL WANTED Citrus
Too Hol Brs/IP Seeks healthy
berhy looking girls to model for
gar shows & showroom Size
medium Plea. call 0115) 7712961
TEACHER

AIDE SUBS
School -Age
Center after school Hours 3 por-6
pm All majors and energetic rndr
viduais encouraged to apply
Call Gardner Children
56 hr
Center at 14081998 1343 Close to
SJSU
TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Small World Schools
is hiring part-time
students for all types
ol childcare programs
Flexible schedules &
early am Slate pm
Positions avail Intmed.tely
Call 257 73260 untts
PB r.reation or

PERSONA at 453-0505
PRODUCT MARKETING MGT
Sports minded people needed or
Santa Clore offic management
No experience rien.
position
armory we train Call I F at 491
91(17
Ans.,

RICEPTIONiS1 DENT At

phone It typing Wed 23 In 4
5 AS 50 hr 226.0424 So San Jose
SALES-ELECTRICAL We are looking
for limited number of people to
run through a free sales trelning
program If recreated vie will as
sist you with your resume inter
Hewing skills and Piticomnl 05
sistance Positions are employer
paid Requires good cornmunic
Don okra Call BRIAN KOPP at
EITO for on mierview

14151273

1059
ENO
WANTED
SALESPERSONS
LION SPANISH bilingual only No
Flerble
or/Fiance Harrier
worn
guerenfeed
hours
BLACKBURN a

AUTO

SALES

CO12926121 1334 5 lot Sr S J
SECURITY
57-00 TO START
Weekly Pay
Immediate lntaroiews

Sound Technology Center for
educational meetings
....liners training. and
hrtefings
20 110015
per veer ideal
to, college university

496-5826

Please send your resume
Immediately to
Photo & Sound Common,
Deportment MR
140 Hubbol Street

deposit Call GARY al 293-4091
SJSU-100 S I 1 th Street 2 Iscirm 2
bath remodeled and very clean
Ample parking
5750-5800 mc
Laundry on site. security building. bicycle racks Call 266-9157

infomatIon call BRIAN at 298-2308
atter 4 PM

COUNSELING" Individuai and couples therapy Affordeble rare.

Close to campus
Pickup..
EVELYN 270.8014

236-2195

1415)841-5036
PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH
Enhance your natural beauty’
Have natural looking beautiful
eyebrows -lips -Cheeks 8 the
Maury of sensuous eyes
Call by December 251990

PERSONALS
NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings al
6 30 & 8 00 PM Campus Christian
Center 10th & San Carlos For
more Into about other activities
call Father Mark hoary or Sister

English leacher assist
you in improving your
G P A Foreign students
welcome Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

WHERE 00 000
went to go,’" Hawaii
Mexico. Europe U S

San Jose

CALL MRS MORTON at 246.94441101
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING
ot term papers research protects
A resumes Will gladly assist
son.4 gramme, punctuation &

La. airtares.
Make your Christi..
plans NOW.
Call 997,3647 and ink
I,,. AM ENE.

Premarital

counseling & receptions may also
be arranged Very low tees fostudants Cell Rev Emmanuel si

lenne structure iknossiedgeble on
Campbell to,
Twat:ruin SPA

TYPING

metal Eouip used

401111=111M SIMI MOM MI MI NM NM el=

Call 972-1563

Call

for reports. papers.lhese,.
resumes. what -ever Science 8
English papers our specialty
FREE spelichock storage
Low-cost editing & graphic
Call Paul Virginia-251-0449
FAST

WORD PROCESSING
LETTER QUALITY
Pnnting. copes etc’
Pews resumes & more
Call CECILIA at 2234102
(Word processing $14 hr

ACCURATE

COMPUTER

52 SO page whichever Is less’
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes Lenora, Reports
Reesoneble Fires
Loser Printing
P U & Del Cover all ..

WORDPROCESSOR Near 00n111.
ton A Winchester Coll SHIRLEY
al 379-3519. KATHY at valise

San Jose Campbell &
Santa Clara
Cell for tree estimate
223-6331

52 per peg*
LETTER OUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell check
Help with gramme,
Reasonable rotes
Minimum 52 per pogo

WORK SMART NOT HARD,
HtiVet your papers typed
Convenient 8 efficent
on -campus pick-up A delivenr
Macintosh& Laser printer
can 14081395-3768

Call RAJU et 238-6759
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ Quality guaranteed
Compettsvo rates Term papers
resumes
transcription
tape
theses legal dopers melting lists
graphics
etc
Call
984-5203

FOR
ALL
YOUR
AD
NEEDS.

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL
Attention ENGINEERING
students and non.native
speekars. Let me help
you with resumes letters
and reports Very reasonable Technical writing
background Please rail
(40402494486

APA Laser printer omit
return Transcription services
aveilable Almaden Brenham area
Phone 264-4504

TYPING -WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reports
thesis resumes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

EXPERIENCED. FAST
WORD processors familler
with A PA Turablen formals

CALL LINDA TODAY
for experienced professmnal
word processing Theses.
term papers group protects
etc All formats including

creases Call ANDY now al 293’3720

GETTING MARRIED’ Toucan have a
befullful simple wedding care
mony indoors or outdoors at he

days week by appointment
ROZ 274-3684

ISM 295-7438

AIR FARE DiSCOUNTS,, TWA offers
10, off any published fare Put chase your TWA student discount
cent now and beat the fare In-

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.’ Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
confidential YOU, very own probe
or disposable Call 247-1486 335

Embassy

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling end grammar
also help Let MIS

TRAVEL

Judy Ryan at 296-0204

Christian

professional dependable service

cell 379-3500

CATHOLIC

SJSU tor 4 yearsi high quality
term papers theses. resumes. ter
MS group protects. etc SPA
spelling grammar.
specialist
Punctuation check Available 7

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-2681 8 am -Rpm or worryfre

& receive a 15T. discount
for students & aculty
921K Campbell AVe all

295-6893

S Baywaxl Ave

AFFORDABLE AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers reports, group papers resumes letters. theses. etc Leder quietly’ All
formats plus APA SPELCHEK

SERVICES
294-1833
Ur. off w SJSU ID

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
Professional
typist
(serving

resumes. letters 8 more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET
Affordable. accurate. 8
fast, Spell Gram ck .1

EDITORIAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring consultation biliogre
ph. materials and editing services Final draught preparation

14PLaser Jelll Considerable
business experience a former
English maim WILLOW GLEN
area

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports, term papers

SERVICES

2 BORM APT . 2 blocks horn SJSU
Underground parking, recreation
room. pool. laundry room FREE
cable TV. 5200 001st months rent
It in by OCT let The Village Apts .

SERVICING your Word Processing
and Graphics needs Term pc
pens reports, theses. etc LASER
PRINTER
FREE gramme, spar

CALL
924-3277

I Isom check eisasonesie rates
Quick turneround. 12 minutes
from camp. Call KATE at Technically Typing (406)281-0750
TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
PMnk done prnlevuonauv

Word Perfect

MIN MI OM

1111111MMINNIMIMIMIM

IM

111111

Ilk

Print Your Ad Here
lCounIapprog

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Ono
Two
Three Four
Day
Days Days Days
3 tIneS $5 00 $600 $6 70 $ 740
4 Lines $6 00 $6 70 $7 40 $ 810
5 Lines $700 $740 $E 10 $ 880
6 Lines $800 $870 $940 $1010
Each Additional Line 51 00

Five
Days
S B 00
S 880
5 960
510 80

5. achliee lids?) spaces avatatile
classiliec ado.’ sen,er", enLis’ t.

Each
Extra
Day
St
S2 Oo
$300
$350
Print

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 ines 580 00
5-9 Lines $70 00
15-19 Lines 5110 00

&Milli’
I

$

1

-

I
I

131
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Announcements

Greek

Automotive

Help Wanted
Housing

\I=

7,,

City & Stale
I nO0Sed is

For Sale

I

i
sila

(408) 924 3277

Computers

Phone

Address

’cgs Citrasinciaten

San Freficlro Ca 9410’
POE
WE NEED AN elperlenced public rola-

AAAH’ Too many reports and not
enough lima, LET ME DO THE
TyPING’ Resumes term papers
theses etc Grad & undergrad

Call ALISON ACTON MEC C or
SHARE HOUSE’ Want mature upper
division or grad student Close to
campus at 85 S Ilth Si $350

Education or library
Media

and other Bruise
software herdwore Some
flies demonstration train
ing involved

As low as 52 page’
Call now’ 942-0191 923-3956
John or Pauline

Available days eves & weekends
by appt Laser Printer Call ANNA
01 972-4992

WOULD LIKE TO find a female companion lo IIne with a handicap
companion For further
man as

ROOM FOR RENT Santa Clam 4 hr
home fully turn Inci dishwasher
06 Non.srnker serious student
$300 mo
shared ulll Call Keith

paper resume,
We can type it FAST and NEAT
with a LOW RATE tor students

T-SHIRTS
Fern money for your fraternity
sorority club or business by selling silk-screened T -Shirts with

accurately quickly & with
a smile, Handouts exams.
Mers resumes PePr IF
DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL

&

NO TIME to type your

Norb

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM
(415)9624601

room in 3 bedroom 2 bath apartment close to campus $270 ino .
1st & last
5350 deposit 215 5
12th St . SC or 263-0637

Ionic, senior graduate
ruder of Brines.

Beau knowledge of IBM DOS
A Desktop publishing

about ectIvIties. call Rev
Firnheber at 298-0204

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Own

TECHNOL OGY CENTER ASSISTANT
Part -lime Job
Positron available
immediately in our San Jose
Nicillty to 015151 with
scheduling and coordinating
the set -op of the Photos

AAAAAAHA,

Campus Christian Center. 10th 8
San Carlos For more Information

HOUSING

educatron untie pre*

erns
AVAIL ABLE
Sales
JOBS
nearing accounting and ednnin,sJape
Bilingusts
notIon
fee
Cali
No
nese English

14041923-3665
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 AM al

onion would be approximately 1520 Ms per week 68 hr General
dulles include working flight deParlores and preparing flight reports Send resumes inc o Hilltop
Aviation Mtn Neal Davis P0
Bo. 2672 La Puente Ca 91746
Closing date October 5 1990

& San Tomes) 727-4/65

BE A MOBILE DISC JOCKEY’ 510 hr
Must work weekends Equipment
& trifling included Call 734-0242

3885

AUTO -HEAL TH.I.IFE-MOME
Stale Farm Insurance Co
1799 Hamilton Ave
Cell 266,3047

mg condition I will pay up to $50
Call BRIAN at 200-6818

Lost 8 Found
Personal

,

tIIFC11 ’

NFY 060F6

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Slate University
San Jose California 95192 0149

Classified Oess Located Inside WLN 102
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Lock Up plays SJSU today
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer

.

Lock Up will be at SJSU today
No. not the Sylvester Stallone
movie, but another Los Angeles
hard rock/funk band following in
the footsteps of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers.
The foursome, consisting of vocalist Brian Grillo, guitarist Toni
Morello, drummer Vince Ostertag
and bassist Chris Beebe. will attempt to rock the Student Union
Amphitheatre at noon today.
Lock Up will be promoting its
debut album "Something Bitchin
This Way Comes" on Geffen Records.
"We’re a live band." said
Morello in a press release. "We
make the crowd work it until it
falls off. On the album, people will
hear the depth of the band as well
as the fun."
"The ’90s will be about breaking harriers."
Morello said.
"What previously was considered
’alternative will he accepted by a
wider audience."
Lock Up strongly mph:oil/es its
intelligent Is ries. Besides being
loud. Grillo’s ocals are tilled s th
social substance. Such songs as
Kiss 17 Goodbye" and -24 Hour
Man," are just that - loud and
aware of the imperfect world.
The group’s music may he so diverse because each member’s life
is so different. Grillo was horn and
raised in Harbor City. Calif.. until
he was kicked out of the house at
age 17. He then relocated to Times
Square in New York City, but returned home to Southern California where he met up with Beebe.
Beebe, who grew up in the San
Fernando Valley, started playing
stand-up bass for his seventh grade
school orchestra.
"1 had these little hands play ing
this huge thing. but 1 fell in lo Ye
with it,- said Beebe in a press release. -1 didn’t even get an electric

Brando to write, sell his memoirs
LOS ANGELES (AN People are flinging multimillion -dollar offers at actor Marlon
Brand. but this time it’s not for
a role on the silver screen.
Alter decades of guarding his
priYacy . the 66-year-old star
\% ants "to set the record right"
\ selling his memoirs.
"He is writing and many publishers are making bids for the
f011s said the actor.’ ads ’so" attorney Belinda Frisou.
Fri sou added she is "not at
I the iiy to disclose dollar amounts
to third parties until it is de-

*1 \s ill decide m. ith him
ones he’d like to chat to." she
said. -It %%on’t he just the largest
amount but the publishing cool Parts
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Brandi) recently iii iii mimitcesl his
memoirs were lot sale t), tete.
phoning the I hilly %%00(1 trade
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MATTHEW MODINE
MELANIE GRIFFITH
and
MICHAEL KEATON

Publicity photo

The band Lock Up is scheduled to perform today.
bass until I was 1h."
The two boys on a mission were
soon joined by Morello, who was
horn in Harlem and grew up in the
Illinois suburb of Libertyville. He
was a late bloomer on the guitar,
and didn’t start playing until he
was 17 years old. He graduated
from Harvard in 19X6 with honors
in social studies and soon alterward moved to Los Angeles.
where he got hooked up with
Grillo and Beebe.
"They told inc my degree was a
prerequisite for joining... said

Morello.
Lock Up was finally formed
when Ostertag filled the missing
link it the drums. Belonging to a
militars tinnily. he really has no
place to call home. But like Grillo.
he v. as :tisk, hooted out ot the house
at the age wl. 17 and ’nosed to L.A.
Lock t p then recorded "Something Bitchin." which was produced hs Matt Wallace. producer
of the Replacements and Faith No
\ lira. the go nip hopes this album
is the beginning of a promising career

Kelley Chinn Special

Alpha Phi Alumnas Julie Brunson, left, and
Sharlene Tsuhoi take part Monday in the tee -

They were
the perfect couple,
buying the
perfect house,
until
a perfect stranger
moved into
their lives.

to the rLilly

ter tottering-a-thon in Front of Alpha Phi sororits on 111th Street.

Sorority girls go up and down
to benefit Heart Association
Laura DiNlascio
Deity stet? writer
If you happened to its Ii lie Iliit
97.7 morning shim 9,eslncsdi
yin would have heard the \s omen
of the Alpha Phi sorority "teetering’. annind
As part of its philanthropy.
Alpha Phi is has mg a 72 -hour,
non-stop teeter-totter-athon to raise
mime) tor the American !lean As
sociation. This event. held at all
Alpha Phi chapters across the nation. began Monday at b p.m, and
teetering or tottering will continue
umil 6 p.m. tonight.
In addition to teeter-tottering.
Alpha Phi is serving food which
has been donated, and sonic local
radio stations are broadcasting live
from the sorority’s house. The Hot
97.7 morning show with Sterling
and Steele broadcasted Wednesday . and KSJS was also there
Wednesday and will he hack
today.
’Hot 97.7 was great . said
sophomore Alpha Phi member
Jeannie Gudira. "A lot of people
came out giving us support
As tar as teeter-tottering goes.
Alpha Phi isn’t doing all the ss
on its own. According to phi!
thropy chairwoman Lisa Bill
mcier, each fraternity has a set
time to come out and teeter-totter
with them. She said these shifts
last tour to nine hours depending
on the time of day.

being handled from London. and
she is setting up meetings there
publishers for late thiT:kil
ad
n earl nest week.

cided.... Publishers worldwide
lime called me with otters."
Warner Books’ Ellen Herrick
said her firm’s S2 million offer
already has been rebutted. Viking Penguin and Pocket Books,
Simon & Schuster’s mass -market
publications do ision. said they
also are in the competition.
"The fact that he would he
willing to do a hook is itself interesting enough for a publisher
to want to pursue it." said Jack
Romanos, Pocket Books president.
In sou said all negotiations are

eight hours, and the sororities w ill
come on Thursday to help us the
last three bouts.- said
Although then butts werc hurting, the mater nits guys said they
laid a good time too.
’’It’s a nice way to get to knom.
other Greeks." said Phi Delia
Theta member J.C. Ignas/ewski.
’It makes me feel good kraming
I’m teetering to help a good cause.
and my hull is feeling like a
champ
Another fraternity menthe!. Neil
Nogallia ot Delta Epsilon. said
iii Ca" go
is’ hurts, hot
there and lust spend a telA hours
hanging around. It also else.

A JOHN SCHLESINGER FILM

Nall( 10011T5

lphd Plu hopes io raise more
than ’s4.000 through sponsiirs and
I- slit ii.ind cup sales
-Hung. are going great. .ind
we’ se rdi.ed a lot oh money
said
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he es cm is sponsored by seYc
ral orgamiations including Mambos. Calking:1. Pi/ia-A-Go-Go is
the main sponsor. After the teetertonerailion. Thursday. Mambos
% ill bc haY mg Alpha Phi night
Beginning at X p ill. Mambos
open us doors to those IS and
%s MI a 1/42
halgC that will
it the American
Heart
benct
Is
sA
i.it ii iii

1 r44 4.4p,

STARTS SEPTEMBER 28 AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
ognimd and
Now you can have two of the most
accepted credit cards in the world...Visa. and MasterCard.
credit cards..."In your tame.’ EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE,
VISA. and MasterCard. the credit cards you
des.7rve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TUITION-ENTERTAINMENT EMERGENCY CASH -TICKETS- RESTAURANTS-HOTELS-MOTELS- GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING’
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